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About Me

When I am asked who am I, my response is first that little kid

standing on the livingroom sofa staring directly into the

reflection’s eyes in the large gold framed mirror hanging on the

wall over the sofa.  That is me, but I knew even then that was

not all of me.  Much of me was hiding deep within my eyes. 

It was also a difficult concept to believe that I did not exist

beyond my big toe.  Even as a child I identified with the spirit

within and not so much the physical body.

So, who am I?  The child deep within the staring eyes as I watch the suttle changes take

place, year by year, around my first growing then aging body.  But I am still no more,

and no less the child standing on the livingroom sofa facing the gilded mirror.

It amazes me even today that I was an active thinker during my early days.  I had the

notion that I was the only living creature around.  Everything else was an illusion that

existed solely because I needed them in my vision.  I am holding my mother’s hand as

we walk along the Petersburg, Virginia downtown streets.  I surely believed that the

stores around the corner and all their architectural features did not exist until I walked

around the corner to see them.  I share this concept with my older brother who smiles

as he imagines all the little people building the stores behind the scenes before I turn

the corner.  But in my mind it was not this way, it was more like reality, things that are

physically real, does not exist beyond my view.

I remember standing on the hump in the floorboard of the back seat of our 1954

Oldsmobile.  My Mother drove as her friend and next door neighbor sat in the

passenger seat.  I stand to be on a equal head height as adults sit on the front seat. 

Long before I ever heard of reincarnation or discovered that some religions are based

upon it, I, at age 4 was discussing the process of reincarnation with anyone who would

listen.

Who am I?  Is everyone like this or am I different in some way.  I could not tell as most

kids my age did not care to comment on the subject.  
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As time progressed I felt I had to give up thinking about reality existing solely for me

as there were others in my life, and surely they were as real as I.  My parents became

social with West End Baptist Church and I was raised a “good” Christian.  The family

rarely missed Sunday School and the 11 AM service.  To me and my siblings dismay,

we also attended Sunday Training Union of Sunday night services.  Soon we were also

attending every Wednesday night as well.

At age five, I remember telling people that angels in the Bible may have been aliens,

visitors from another world with unique powers and abilities.  If I am not ignored, I am

told I am following the path to hell thinking like that and I should remain silent.

Not until my mid teens did I begin to question things I was taught in the Baptist

Church.  I disliked most that we are expected to cover our questions with a blanket of

faith and simply believe.  Also about that time there is a public controversy when

members of the Christian Faith proclaim that Jews were destined for hell because they

did not accept Jesus as God’s son and their personal savior.  This really bothered me

that my faith was so discriminatory when it believed that not only Jews, but members

of all other religions of the world would never enter the gates of heaven.  All simply

because they adopted the religion of their culture just as I did.  Eventually I began to

proclaim to Christians and friends of other faiths that religions of the world is much like

a dozen people seated around a large table.  In the center of the table is placed a vase

of flowers.  Each member around the table is given a pencil and a piece of paper and

asked to draw the vase of flowers in the center of the table.  Although each member

was viewing the same object, each had a different perspective and a different ability to

draw.  Simply because my drawing looks different than yours does not mean I am right

and you are wrong.  All of the religions of the world are referencing the same belief

only through different perspectives.  Later I heard the story of the Elephant and Five

Blind Men.  Each were asked to touch the elephant and describe it.  Each touched a

different part of the elephant and each description bore no resemblance to the other. 

We must understand this if we are ever to get along in this world.

In my twenties I want to figure out about these religions and began exploring different

texts.  But when I am twenty-seven I am told my health problems could prevent me

from exiting my thirties.  I feel a bit out of step but still believe the childhood belief that

I will live forever, so I began my business career and kept busy ...
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until one day in my forty-ninth year.

One day in July 2001, I feel ill and sit up to head for the bathroom.  I never made it and

when the paramedics arrive I am clinically dead.  I remember in the pitch black

darkness there is a light over my shoulder, but I refuse to look at it as I think it might

be beautiful and hypnotic and I am steadfast and refuse to die.  Deep in the darkness

is no stars or even dust reflecting the light behind me.  It is the deepest pitch blackness

I have ever seen.  I remember it is scary and beautiful at the same time.  Only later did

I discover the scary panic was electrical shock from the paramedic’s defibullator.  I am

revived on the third and final paddle shock and the paramedics race me to a waiting

helicopter ready for a flight to a hospital about fifty miles away.  I am diagnosed with

heart failure and a pacemaker/defibrillator is implanted in my chest.

 

I spend much of my time a bit depressed because doctors are saying people rarely last

over five years in my condition.   Then again in August 2004, I lived through a second

near death experience.  My defibrillator, implanted after my first event, has a data

recording of this second event. Although I am clinically dead for under a minute, this

time I knew what was happening, I am there again, somewhere between life and death

but this time I am ready with a lifetime list of questions and receive a vast amount of

information. I remember my brain racing like wild fire during a session of questions and

answers. The remarkable thing is the swiftness of each question and answer.  In my

mind each question and answer take only a few seconds, and the answers are so

incredibly simple.  I do not know whom I was in contact, but it feels like a friend I have

known and loved for a long time.  My mind racing, I knew I had to stop thinking this

fast or it could kill me.  Then the defibrillator fires and I am awakened alone in the

parking lot of a Richmond, Virginia apartment complex.

I remember a few of the question and answers but not all.  I do not want to force the

information as I am unsure and do not want to unknowingly make up something that

really is not a part of the experience.  I hope they will eventually come forward in my

memory or I might relive them in my dreams.  

I cannot be one hundred percent certain, but I believe much of what is in this blog was

revealed to me, or inspired by my experience.  In any case, answers do exist and I

believe if you extend yourself, you have access to that knowledge also.  I call it

Freeway5
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The Story of Freeway5
The Ancient Internet

Freeway5 is the reach to the eternal flow

of knowledge that surrounds and vibrates

in harmony with the planet, also known as

Nirvana, Heaven, the seat of God, our link

to the gods, Noosphere, alpha and omega,

the all, the tree of knowledge that holds,

past present and future and the recording

of everything of all times.

Do we have the ability to access this

knowing?  Together let us map that reach

along Freeway 5 and record findings at our destination.

When we think, imagine or are motivated to do something, where does this energy

originate?  Is it a natural phenomena?  It is suggested that we may have been created

by an advanced culture with a great deal of recorded history and advanced technology

that would boggle the human mind.  What if this civilization left not only us, but the

internet of its time.  A concentration of vibrating energy containing the volumes of all

existence, and all knowing within, and these vibrations survived the winds of time

without adding to, or taking from.

Do we all have built in wi-fi, inherited vibrations to harmonize and connect to the book

of all residing in the clouds?  

Step in and let the imagination steer you through Freeway 5, then release this

confidential information and tell everyone of your destination or your reach through

Freeway5.
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Disclosure 1     The Theory of Time and Everything

Time Before the Big Bang and
Accelerating Expansion, Gravity, Black
Holes, Dark Matter

Science Most Puzzling and
Enduring Questions Answered?

What eluded Newton and a giant step

forward since Albert Einstein’s

Theory of Relativity, Steven Marek

explains in general and special terms,

credible answers through the "light" of

Time. Breakthrough revelations of

The Theory of Time and Space, the Origin of the Universe (Before the Big Bang), and

the dynamics of Matter Creation are disclosed online at Freeway5.com

Time is the Key to Understanding the universe and everything in it from Gravity to

Black Holes and Dark Matter and the Creator’s "How To Manual" for Matter Creation.

Understanding Time gives us the tool for economic development far beyond our

imagination today. Time is Chapter One in the discovery of anti-gravity, new

transportation and a return to space travel.

One of the most enduring questions of Science and Space is what was before the Big

Bang.   Before the beginning of time there exists a visible three dimensional universe

without time. Space, infinite space, no energy or matter, without form and void, and

darkness upon the face of the deep. Time exists as an invisible dimension without a

three dimensional universe. Time with the ability to create and move but without the

space to expand. The two separate dimensions hover over one another until fate, the

knowing of all, the Spirit of God moves upon the waters of time and the joining or link

occurs. Only then can the massive ability of time to flow connect with the three

dimensions. A great expansion of movement and creation begin like the breaking of a

gigantic dam, the Big Bang.  Matter (hydrogen atoms) are created in the turbulence of

movement like tiny spinning bubbles of virgin space in the enormous crashing of waves
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of expanding time.   Energy of movement, electrons and protons orbit at high speed

around the neutronm this tiny trapped bubble of virgin space.  Hydrogen atoms, the first 

building blocks of matter are formed in massive numbers.As our universe of time

expands, the outer fringe of our time universe become less time dense. Objects move

faster in a less dense time. Time is like the liquid that fills the sea, full of currents,

whirlpools, and an inconsistency of density throughout the medium. The illusion of two

dimensional string time is created as we hurl through the Sea of Time at fantastic

speeds. Time appears to move second by second, but it is simply a reaction of our

trajectory through space and time.From our perspective of time, the expansion of the

universe appears to accelerate.

The three dimensional universe is for all practicable purposes is infinite. Multiple Big

Bangs could occur within the three dimensional universe without ever merging with

each other. 

Time and Space is like the liquid that occupies the sea, full of currents, whirlpools, and

an inconsistency of density throughout the medium. The illusion of two dimensional

string time is created in our perspective as we hurl through the Sea of Time at fantastic

speeds. Time appears to move second by second, but it is simply a reaction of our

trajectory through space and time.

Time and Space is like the liquid that occupies the sea, full of currents, whirlpools, and

an inconsistency of density throughout the medium. The illusion of two dimensional

string time is created in our perspective as we hurl through the Sea of Time at fantastic

speeds. Time appears to move second by second, but it is simply a reaction of our

trajectory through space and time.

Matter, like the Earth, occupies space that the Sea of Time wants to reclaim.  Matter

in the medium of Time is like pushing a marble into a bowl of yellow gelatin.  Look

closely and you will discover that the yellow color of the gelatin is more dense close

to the marble as the gelatin tries to reclaim the space occupied by the marble.  On

Earth, Time density is greater and time is slower close to Earth than further out into

space and we are pushed close to the slower time and that push is Gravity. Satellites

and planets "orbit" because the side closer to the denser slower time is like a time drag

on the moving object creating a curved orbit.
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In space are whirlpools of time (Black Holes) with a dense concentration of time in the

center of the black hole. As time becomes dense, time slows, and as time becomes even

more dense, time slows to a near stop. At near time zero the solid form of atoms

collapse and the tiny sparks of energy that remains need movement to exist and all

vanishes into nonexistence without any release of energy. All matter and energy that

is pushed into the black hole does not collect into a massive ball of matter, but simply

disappears into nothingness.  All that can be found is a collection of trapped virgin

space, the heart of matter.  It is this massive ball of virgin space that creates the giant

push of Time as Time tries to occupy the space held by trapped virgin space. 

Dark Matter is time currents deep in space, when flowing away from us, time is less

dense (time moves faster) and currents flowing toward us appear more dense (or slower

time). Light speed, from our position, is faster when time is less dense and slower when

more dense. Currents are creating changes in gravity. There is little or no real dark

matter, it is time deviations through the mist of the Sea of Time.

Time and Space is like the liquid that occupies the sea, full of currents, whirlpools, and

an inconsisty of density throughout the medium. On the surface of the sea you are

buoyant, and as you go deeper the water pressure from all the water above your head

presses you down and creates high pressures against your skin.

Note: I believe The Periodic Table of Elements needs the amendment: "0" Time.

Illusion of Two Dimensional String Time.  The Sea of Time is vast and wide and deep.

The flow of time from a stand still perspective is slow and erratic. Sometimes the Sea

of Time is calm and still, other locations the Sea of Time is furious as a Time Storm.

Regardless of the calm or storm, time is invariable compared to our travel through time

like a high speed boat of the world oceans.

How fast are we traveling through space and time? Earth is approximately 24,000 miles

in circumference and we travel around one circumference every 24 hours. We are

traveling nearly one thousand (1,000) miles per hour every hour of every day. 

Annually, the Earth travels five hundred ninety million miles around the sun, or over

sixty seven thousand (76,000) miles per hour, every hour of every day. And our sun is

traveling around the spiral galaxy and our Milky Way Galaxy is hurling through space

along with other galaxies in the great expansion of the universe.
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Our speed through this Sea of Time is beyond our calculation, possibly even greater

than the speed of light at six hundred seventy billion (670,000,000,000) miles per hour.

Our experience in the movement of time is directly related to our speed through the Sea

of Time.

Time appears to move second by second, but it is simply a reaction of our trajectory

through space. We are all time travelers traveling through space on the time traveling

spaceship Earth.
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Disclosure 2    Existence Prior to the Big Bang

There are many theories

about how many dimensions

there are in the Universe. But

each of these dimensions

(nine to over one thousand)

may likely exist separately,

but through one cause or

another, dimensions merge.

Our three  d imens ional

universe  may be  the

c o mb in a t io n  o f  t h re e

dimensions.

Imagine a two dimensional universe, time included to help inspire a better

understanding. A two dimensional universe has length and width, but no depth as we

know in the three dimensions. It is much like a flat piece of paper without depth.

Imagine a cartoon like figure on the paper. His world is everything that can exist on the

flat plain with him. Now imagine someone in the three dimensional world piercing a

whole in the paper, his two dimensional universe. In his world, what happened?

Suddenly without any cause whatsoever a whole was created in his universe. He has

no concept of what happened to cause it as his perception does not include anything

from outside his two dimensional universe. It just happened and has no explanation for

it. Sounds familia? Science has little or no explanation about what it was like prior to

the Big Bang.

Imagine the existence of a visible three dimensional universe without time. Space,

infinite space, no energy or matter, without form and void, and darkness upon the face

of the deep.  Imagine the existence of the invisible dimension of time without a three

dimensional universe. Time with the ability to move and create but without the space

to create or to even move. Time with nothing to move nor any space to expand its

energy or ability to move.
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The two separate dimensions hover over one another but do not touch but drift within

the void of all dimensions. Fate, the knowing of all, the Spirit of God moves upon the

waters (time) the joining and the link occurs. Only then can the massive ability to move

connects with the three dimensions and a great expansion of energy begins, the Big

Bang. With the torrent of energy hydrogen atoms are created in great numbers and the

dust of these great numbers form spirals in the expanding energy and these form

galaxies of suns surrounded by incandescent planets and clumps of dark mass.

_______________________________________________________________

Reference

John 3:5 (MSG)

Jesus said, "You're not listening. Let me say it again. Unless a person submit to this

original creation - the 'wind-hovering-over-the-water' creation, the invisible moving

the visible, a baptism into a new life - it's not possible to enter God's kingdom.

 Genesis 1:1-5 (KJ21)

 1.  In the beginning God created the heaven and the earth.

2  And the earth was without form and void, and darkness was upon the face of the

deep. And the Spirit of God moved upon the face of the waters.

3 And God said, "Let there be light"; and there was light.

4 And God saw the light, that it was good; and God divided the light from the

darkness.

5 And God called the light Day, and the darkness He called Night. And the evening

and the morning were the first day.
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Disclosure 3    Black Holes

In this space are whirlpools

(black holes) with a dense

concentration of space

(time) in the center of the

black hole. And as time

becomes dense, times

slows, and as time becomes

even more dense, time

slows to a near stop.  What 

happens to matter and

energy as time slows to a

near zero?   Lets use a

hydrogen atom as a

metaphor for matter. The electron, a tiny spark of energy, races around the neutron. The

path around the neutron is not just a flat orbit, but a moving orbit that circles

completely around the neutron, creating a solid ball of matter. Much like a moving fan

blade, you cannot stick your finger through it so it feels like solid space. Take many of

these tiny solid balls and stack them together and you get molecules and eventually us.

As condensed time slows to near zero, the solid form of the hydrogen atom collapses

and the tiny sparks of energy need movement to exist and varnishes into nonexistence

without any release of energy. All matter and energy that is pushed into the black hole

does not collect into a massive ball of matter, but simply disappears into nothingness.

The sea of time occupying space is not fleeting as mass and energy but remains just as

it has from the beginning of creation. Those of you that are worried about the loss of

information in the universe can take solace, for information contained within matter and

energy is not destroyed, as all information remains in the realm of everything of all

time.
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Disclosure 4   Dark Matter

As in the seas of the

w o r ld ,  the re  a re

c u r r e n t s  a n d

differences in water

densities. So goes the

Sea of Time. From our

p e r s p e c t i v e  t i m e

currents flowing away

from us, time is less

dense (faster) and

currents flowing toward

us appear more dense

(or slower). Light

s p e e d ,  fr o m  o u r

position, is faster when

time is less dense, and visa versa when more dense. These currents are creating

changes in gravity. Therefore there is little or no real dark matter, it is time deviations

through the mist of the Sea of Time.
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Disclosure 5   
Why is the Expanding Universe Accelerating?

The three d imens iona l

universe for all practical

purposes is infinite.  The

results of the great explosion

of movement (the big bang) is

small in comparison.   There

is plenty of room for other big

bangs to occur that will never

merge.  As our universe of

time expands, its outer fringe

becomes less time dense.  If

time is relevant in our

expanding universe, objects

must move faster in a less

dense time to equal the time

movement of objects moving

in a slightly more dense time

universe.   As time become

less dense the speed of

objects appear to us to

accelerate.  

The great explosion of movement is still young.  The expansion will continue indefinity

and is not expected to slow, stop and begin a reversal.  If so, when the movement came

to a stop, all matter and energy will disperse back into nothingness.  So the collapse

part is impossible.  

Backward time travel has the same problem.  The traveler is moving forward in time,

minute by minute.  To go back in time the traveler’s time must slow to a stop before

backing up.  That “stop” is a big hurdle.
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Disclosure 6     God and the 144,000

Who is God

God is "the all", what is the all? What

are the ingredients in the universe?

Energy and matter. And what is matter

but energy particles winding in orbit at

near the speed of light, creating a

"solid" ball. Like a fan, Off, no energy.

You can stick your finger through, but

on (with energy) its like a solid space

and you cannot get your finger through.

Take thousands, millions and trillions

of these tiny "solid balls" and lump

them all together, you get matter. The entire universe is made up of energy and God is

that energy. Your body, soul and conscience is energy and you are part of all energy,

God.

Why Worship or Praise God?

Most all the religions of the world state that our existence is for one purpose, to

worship God. Worship is to admire, Praise is to acknowledge Gods creation. God is

"the all" and we worship him by admiring a sunrise or sunset, watching waves wash on

the shore, watching a tree bend softly in the wind, watching the beauty of movement.

Swimming, fishing, hiking, sitting on a rock, feeling the sun or wind against your skin,

Experiencing life and all there is to experience life, feelings, emotions, including both

love and loss, happiness and sadness, joy and pain. In fact life is all of these. To

experience life is to worship God. Admiring the all with all our senses.

Who are We?

In Revelations, John of Patmos envisioned events at or near the "End of Time" when

all is over in this dimension of existence, Twelve thousands (12,000) souls each of the

twelve (12) tribes of Israel will enter the Kingdom of Heaven with God. One hundred
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forty-four thousand is all the souls that earned a place in heaven. There are billions 

alive on Earth today, and billions upon billions more buried in their graves. How could

only a tiny fraction of souls earn the privilege to walk with God into heaven? The

answer turns out to be quite simple, we all earn the privilege in the end to walk hand

in hand with God into the promise of Heaven. Only One hundred forty-four thousand

walk with God because there are only One hundred forty-four thousand of us.

Whoo, only One hundred forth-four thousand of us?

Yes, and let me smile and tell you the simple answer. We each have a soul riding along

in life with us, it is the identity of me and resides within. We are billions and billions

of human beasts and One hundred forty-four thousand share the ride hundreds, even

thousands of times over. There is one in One hundred forty-four thousand chance that

you and I are the same soul. Remember "Time" is something that exists all at once in

the dimension of heaven, and our souls came from and will return to heaven. Time is

irrelevant. Understand that and you can comprehend the answer.

Ever wondered why in Genesis God said let "us" make man in "our" own image? Who

was He talking to? You and me, we were there in the beginning also, all One hundred

forty-four thousand of us.

Also understand that "all time" eternity is a very very long time. There is plenty of time

to experience our life in detail. In fact, do we know what time it is? Maybe we are

living a recording that took place billions of years ago when the Universe existed. Time

remains, but all else is gone but the records of all times.
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Disclosure 7    
The Tree of Knowledge of Good and Evil

The Forbidden Fruit

Genesis 2: 15 - 17

And the Lord God took the man, and put

him into the garden of Eden. And the Lord

God commanded the man, saying, Of

every tree in the garden thou mayest

freely eat; but of the tree of knowledge of

good and evil, thou shall not eat of it: for

in the day that thou eatest thereof thou

shall surely die.

Man did take of the tree of knowledge of good and evil and man became separate from

God. There grew hate and war, and man did surely die.

Can you imagine human history without the acknowledgment (or to eat) of the tree of

knowledge of good and evil?  Good and evil is simply a factor of human judgement,

therefore the commandment might have read, thou shall not judge in terms of Good and

Evil?  Good or evil is a human judgement, changing over time.  Do good, go to heaven,

do evil, and go to hell. If man did not partake of the tree of knowledge of good and evil;

how could life had turned out?

Did God command us to worship Him?  God in Genesis had only one commandment,

do not partake of the tree of knowledge of good and evil. Man and scripture required

worship and sacrifice to gain good favor of God. Its all a manifest of man.  Anything

with good and evil attached is a branch of, the growing, ever entangling tree of

knowledge of good and evil.  
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Does God’s first commandment conflict with the additional commandments given to

Moses?  Or, was the Ten Commandments an amendment to mans failure to keep His

First Commandment given in the garden of Eden?

Do Not Take from the Tree of Knowledge of Good and Evil vs Thou shall not kill

How can we exist without taking of the tree of knowledge of good and evil? We are

given natural defenses, like flight to avoid or escape danger, a fair chance for survival.

We have come to understand this as the survival of the most fit? If a man is mad he will

kill you, a natural event and not part of good or evil. If a mad man kills, expect others

to kill him to stop the killing. The natural order of things and not an act of good or evil.

only survival. 

Living outside the tree of knowledge of good and evil, we do not punish killers as it is

neither good or evil. A man who kills is in danger of being killed himself.  Should we

accept this change of thinking, will a rash of killing occur before it can subside in time? 

Will killer blood types be fewer and their offspring will be fewer? Will we become

survivors of the fit, or non-killers?

We can live by this Commandment One only if we avoid thinking in terms of good and

evil.  A good people, or an Evil people is not a factor when we do not partake in the

tree of knowledge of good and evil.  If we can overcome the killing, then the rest can

be possible.

Why we lie

We lie to protect ourselves from negative judgement or promote ourselves to positive

judgement. We lie to modify judgement in our favor. If we do not partake in the tree

of knowledge of good and evil, there is no judgement and no reason to lie.

So can the tree of knowledge of good and evil simply be condenses to make no

judgement in terms of good and evil?  Tree of knowledge of good and evil is specific

and to the point.  Redefining it is walking away from the primary objective.

Do not judge others or yourself in terms of good and evil.  It is just the way things are. 

Judging the way things are as good or evil is Gods Commandment One, of the tree of

knowledge of good and evil, thou shall not eat of it.
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Disclosure 8     Destiny

Time is not a box of options, but much like

the sea of water. There are currents and

movements and our understanding of time is

like a boat boring through the ocean waves

and currents. All time was recorded long

before we left the dock and the boats trek is

part of the recording and all the events from

the splash against the bow to the docking at

the destination exists already in the book of

time. Our destiny, yours and mine were

written in the book of time from the

beginning.

Much like ten songs recorded on a vinyl disk. All the songs exist on the record and you

play them one song after another. The needle of time is set on Now.

Also much like a movie, no matter how many times you watch it, it always ends the

same.

You know how difficult (or impossible) it is to change the past. The future is only the

past that has not happened yet. Every movement, any gust of wind and every drop of

rain already exists in the recording of all time.

If good and evil are not an issue in this life and all our destinies are sealed, then it is

reasonable to understand that all of us, from the mass murderer to the saint has the

same destiny. We all go to heaven, judgement is not a factor. We are here to experience

Gods creation in its many forms and in our many forms.
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Destiny   In reference to comments received: Destiny vs Free Will.

I ask that you participate in this little demonstration. Place your elbow on the table with

your arm and hand perpendicular (straight up). Let your arm and hand down until you

smack it on the table. It was part of your destiny that you would slap the table at that

particular moment. Hold your hand up again and this time your destiny says you will

slap the table in six seconds. Then count to six then drop your hand again to the table.

This too was destiny.

Now place your hand up again, this time only destiny knows when you will slap the

table. You can try to fool destiny and almost pretend to slap the table but stop. Use

your free will and slap or not slap the table at an unforeseen time. You slap the table

unexpectedly.

Now your destiny is part of the past. That same destiny existed in the realm of

knowledge of everything before you were born. You had free will to slap the table

anytime you decided, but that slap was destined in the knowledge of everything, past,

present, and future

There may even exist a precise calculation formula that takes into consideration you,

the type of person you are, aggressive or passive, and what you are likely to do or not

to do. In fact that formula existed on the day you were born and you have been

following it precisely day by day, minute by minute. I know this sounds like Astronomy

but this special pre-born formula is so precise it knows exactly what you will do

tomorrow as well as the intermingling of your destiny with the destiny of others.

Every answer I could hear and understand in the question and answer period in my near

death experience was amazingly simple. (See About Me) If the answer is complicated

it is likely not the answer. This is why I reject a multi-universe theory because it is

about as complicated as a theory can get.
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Disclosure 9      Beyond the Money Society
                        and 

                  The Great Financial Collapse           
   

Time of confusion reigns as the rider falls

from the beast as it drops dead in its tracks.

The world population paralyzed with fear as

the drumbeat of financial tragedy

reverberates throughout the land. The

biblical seals are broken, disaster reeks upon

the face of the Earth.

We are not prepared. Leadership’s attention

on only for how to revive the beast. In a time

such as this, how can we alter from monetary

regulation of commerce to a worldwide

community of mutual support?

We can be ready as a society, ready for the

changes and mentally prepared to do what is

necessary for the well being of our fellow human beings and to mitigate the lashes of

the broken seals. The key is to have a plan in effect should the day arrive.

I call on all media of the world to open and examine the issue, discuss its pros and cons

so when the day comes we step carefully and surely into the new world.

Day one of this new world should be much like the last days of the dollar economy.

The truck driver continues his labor. The school teacher continues to prepare for the

next class. The children continue their schooling just as it was the day before. All

remains stable with only one change. Money no longer will buy anything, the rich and

the poor are all equals in this new world. The philosophy of money accumulation for

security and superiority is replaced by the Golden Rule, “do unto others as you would

have them do unto you.” No one need be unemployed again, ever. Your employment
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is to join others to accomplish a task or employ yourself. Remember you no longer

need financial support so anything you can imagine you can attempt to accomplish.

Humans have a built in need to do or accomplish. We, by heritage, are ready for this

new world. There is nothing standing in your way to begin. Imagine, do, and the world

will run smoother than ever before. Simply do something, anything that will make life

easier or more enjoyable for others.

Your reward is the reward of every individual or family, a home, food and fuel needed

for survival. Materialism, such as jewelry and auto collecting will in time be part of

museums as future generations adopt the philosophy of having no more than necessary

as the mutual society gains standards of living not imagined today. Our tech boom is

only an infant with untold possibilities.

Multiple homes not necessary. Technology will make it possible to exchange housing.

We will have at our beckon call knowledge of any unclaimed housing anywhere in the

world. Even transportation will not be necessary in our virtual world of technology. We

can be anywhere in the world and beyond from our livingroom sofa. The fruit of the

tree is heavily leyden with possibilities. The real material possession in our hand may

not be necessary.

In the beginning of this new world we will have some adjustments, and knowledge and

plans of these adjustments must be made known to the public. The world of doing

continues as before and the energy to fuel our transportation continues, the stores

remain stocked as before, and our homes remain electrified and our communications

remain in tact. The work force that keeps it going continues and improvement in

infrastructure increases with the vast new network of people looking for their place to

be a part of this new society.

In the beginning our goal is simple, keep us all safe from harm and keep us informed 

when there is a need for service to maintain and build infrastructure needed by all. As

time passes, we will soon discover ways to improve each of our lives even well beyond

that prior to The Great Crash. We will discover creative ways to make our life and the

life of others happier. There will be no right way or wrong way, it’s the discovery way.

No one needs to judge the doings of others, we will simply keep ourselves from harm.

Community police departments will stay their post, others who want to help are trained

and our security grows stronger. Our court system remains in place, however the
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workload of the court system will change substantially by the irrelevant issues of

money. If more or different judges are necessary, we have the option to join a society

of justice that will informally hear and judge the issues of conflict.

There will be many who find their old occupation irrelevant in this new age. Bankers,

Accountants, Insurance Companies and Stock Brokers will be among the first

occupations to become non-existent. These workers will find a new world of

synergistic things to do and even specialize in one of many fields to help the new

society lift itself up by its shoestrings to reboot a new way of life, a new way of

serving. Some may even begin occupations that hire by the hundreds to serve in ways

that were never dreamed before. There will be no wealthy. There will be no poor. Our

dedication is to us all.
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Disclosure 10       Heaven and the Holographic Universe

A new and highly controversial

Theory of a Holographic

Universe is gaining respect in

the science community. It

seems possible in an unusual

way as the pieces of the puzzle

come together. This is how I

see the possibilities.

Imagine you are back in

heaven and ready for a new

adventure. You check several

of the coming events and

experience  previews of

available new life adventures.

Make a choice and jump into a new life of a living form. The spirit, the identity of me,

rides along with the life form until death. Remember, time is not a factor. Your spiritual

existence with the life form for One hundred years could be a short time for you as a

spirit. You can return as a bird in the year 500 BC or a historical figure or someone in

the distant future from our Now. As a spirit all time exists in the moment and you can

choose any life in any time period. Your free will makes it possible to choose any life

even a life that you knew in your last life experience. You can be you, then come back

as a beloved Uncle who passed away when you were a child. Time is not a factor as

your spirit is already existing many times over in the world today. (See God and the

144,000). You are dying and being born every day. Once your choice of adventures

have begun, it will play out like a movie just as destiny has it recorded.

The Theory of a Holographic Universe is possibly the technique Heaven has to

experience these lifetimes. The Holographic Theory states that all the information that

projects the hologram exists already in some place in space and time. The Holographic

Theory and this Heaven Theory fit together like two pieces of the puzzle of everything.

The Realm of Knowledge of Everything that ever existed provides you the choice of

watching every life movie that ever existed and the ability of experiencing any life you
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desire. The End of Time has all the recordings in tact and you have all the choices that

you had even in the beginning of Time.

Imagine it is the year One trillion two. Time has long ago disbursed in the expansion

and the known universe is empty once again. Yet the Books of Knowledge of

Everything still exist. You are a heavenly figure and visit the Library of Knowledge of

Everything. Choose something exciting and stimulating, or challenging and tough, or

calm and lonely. Every life has its own melody. Your purpose in life is not to learn

everything there is, you already have access to that. Your purpose in life is to

experience life and all it has to offer.

The theory I had at age five may not be so crazy after all. Reality, everything that needs

to be real for me exists only as I walk around the corner to see them. (See About Me)

Is it possible that Holographic Science and the Theory that the Universe is a Hologram

is science that is detecting the Theater of Heaven?


